


the Executive Director, Housing and Urban Renewal and others involved with planning at 
the State level. 

3. LCC has failed to provide a complete set of all the associated written material required to 
allow the community to provide informed community feedback. The enormity of the scale 
of the proposed change in the area warrants all of this information being made publicly 
available. 

 
LCC has not provided access to the technical information related to the Plan, in particular 
all of the documents from other relevant government authorities detailing strategic plans 
of the NSW government related to the St Leonards South area nor those authorities’ 
assessment of the changes in the preferred western boundary of the Master Plan area from 
the eastern side of Berry Road to the eastern side of Park Road.  
 
Further, LCC has failed to comply with key requirements of Clause 5.5.2 of the Guide to 
Preparing LEPs (Department of Planning and lnfrastructure 2013). 
 

4. The Plan in its current version is seriously flawed because it has been developed from the 
outset in consultation only with residents in the area proposed to be rezoned who arguably, 
due to their potential to sell out to developers, have a conflict of interest in any 
submissions they will make. 

 
LCC must publicly identify all submissions made by those living in the area covered by 
this Plan and articulate how it will treat these submissions that effectively will be tainted 
by self-interest. 
 

5. Finally, the wider Lane Cove community is well aware of the disingenuous manner in 
which LCC conducts community consultation/engagement. Effectively LCC has a track 
record of doing nothing more than manipulate the process to achieve its own ends, paying 
absolutely no notice to what its community has to say.  
 
The consultation/engagement on this Plan appears to be no different given the very late 
stage at which the Greenwich community’s input has been sort, the short time allowed for 
submissions (less than 28 days from formal written notification) and the timing of the 
consultation over the Christmas/New Year period. 

 
I seek formal acknowledgment of receipt of this submission and in addition a response as to 
specifically how LCC will record and consider what has been raised in this submission. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Dr Liz GILL 
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